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DISASTER RELIEF (DR) DEPARTMENT 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Habitat for Humanity International Global Disaster Response 

Devastating natural disasters happen around the world every year. War, conflict, and civil 
unrest also create millions of refugees and internally displaced people. Families left homeless 
by disasters and refugees returning to their homelands face an uncertain future and usually 
confront dire housing needs as they struggle to rebuild their lives. Habitat for Humanity 
International (HFHI) recognizes the need to provide shelter and housing solutions to help these 
families recover. The Disaster Response department at HFHI works with the global Habitat 
community in disaster mitigation, preparedness, shelter, and long-term recovery initiatives to 
address the housing needs that arise from natural disasters and humanitarian emergency 
conflicts. 

 

The mission of HFHI Disaster Response is to develop innovative housing and shelter assistance 
models that generate sustainable interventions for people vulnerable to or affected by 
disasters and/or conflicts. Disaster Response also builds the capacity of the global HFHI 
community in the areas of disaster mitigation, preparedness, and recovery through education, 
training, and partnerships. 
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PROJECT SCOPE 

Habitat for Humanity International Global Disaster Response is partnering with Purdue 
University Engineering Projects in Community Service (EPICS) to develop “core house” designs 
and expansion packages for rapid response to shelter needs in the aftermath of global 
disasters.  The designs will focus on specific regions in the world and incorporate disaster 
resistant construction methods specific to natural disasters in those regions.  The first region 
the team is creating designs for is Latin America and the Caribbean.  Later regions will include 
Asia Pacific, South America, and Africa. 

 

Core Home 

A core home consists of a one-room, permanent housing solution as defined by the 
Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in Disaster Response, a handbook that sets 
minimum requirements for living conditions used as disaster relief housing.  The core home is 
sized to fit the family and is based on 3.5 square meters per person, as required in the 
standards mentioned above. This solution may or may not include an attached bathroom 
and/or outdoor living space based on local customs. This is a minimum living standard to 
maximize affordability and simply put a roof over people’s heads as soon as possible after a 
natural disaster occurs. Below there is a schematic of the core home designed to be used in 
Haiti. 

 

Figure 1: Core Home Plan 
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By building to these minimum standards, HFHI can apply for US and International funding. 
Later, through micro-financing and private donations, HFHI can work with these families to 
expand on their homes. 

 

Expansion Packages 

HFHI would like to have several layouts or a set of possible solutions from the basic core home 
design to allow for each family to personalize their home based on their needs. Not only does 
this modular solution avoid the typical “cookie cutter” housing solutions, but it also allows the 
families to have input in the rebuilding of their home and incorporates the homeowners in the 
rebuilding process.  For instance, the family may choose to have an outdoor courtyard or an 
extra bedroom.  The layouts created also lend themselves to allow the family to choose how 
many additional rooms are needed and to some degree the location of the rooms (since the 
rooms are of the same size, they may choose which ones are bedrooms and which one is the 
courtyard, etc.).  The diagram below shows a possible layout of a complete homes built around 
the core.  The design of the home allows for all of the additional rooms to be built at once or 
one addition at a time, depending on the needs of the family and the availability of funding.  
For instance in Figure 2 below, Stage #1 consists of the core home.  Stages #2 and 3 incorporate 
the construction of an additional bedroom as shown.  Stage #4 shows the complete home 
layout.  This is just an example of how the expansions could be added to the core home.  The 
additions can be built in any order and also the placement of rooms can be altered according to 
the needs or wishes of the family.  For example, the courtyard could easily be located on the 
right side of the home or on the back side of the home.  The location and number of rooms can 
all be decided by the family.  Another Expansion Option on the same core home is shown in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 2: Expansion Option #1 

 

Figure 3: Expansion Option #2 
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Terms 

 
EPICS has agreed to develop a core home design and a set of expansion package options for 
each of 6 indentified countries within HFHI’s Latin America and the Caribbean division within 
two years of the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding. These countries include the 
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, and Nicaragua.  

 

 

Figure 4: Map of Target Countries 
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PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS 

Design a Habitat home with the following criteria: 

 1-room, permanent core home design based on Sphere Project standards 

 Set of possible expansion packages 

 Use only steel rebar, concrete masonry units, lumber, and cement 

 Base design and construction on locally available materials and practices 

 Identify and design disaster resilient techniques, technologies, or strategies by country 
and disaster type 

 

The following are required deliverables for the project: 

 House Plan Booklet for Latin America listed by country which includes construction 
documents 

 Affordability/Cost Estimate spreadsheet/database for core home and each expansion 
package option 

 List of disaster resilient strategies implemented in each design 

 Catalogue any supporting documentation in source format and .pdf version 

 Brochure/Pamphlet to educate families about their new homes, the expansion 
packages, and this unique housing solution 

 

 
DESCRIPTION OF PHASES 

Phase 1: Research existing disaster housing solutions and culture, climate, and resources in 
target countries 

Phase 2: Research cultural, climate, and environmental considerations for each country 

Phase 3: Create full set of construction documents and cost estimates for Haiti 

Phase 4: Create full set of construction documents and cost estimates for Dominican Republic 

Phase 5: Create full set of construction documents and cost estimates for El Salvador 

Phase 6: Create full set of construction documents and cost estimates for Guatemala 

Phase 7: Create full set of construction documents and cost estimates for Honduras 

Phase 8: Create full set of construction documents and cost estimates for Nicaragua 
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COMMENCEMENT DATES 

Phase 1: August 20th, 2007 

Phase 2: January 7th, 2008 

Phase 3: August 18th, 2008 

Phase 4: November 2009  

Phase 5: March 2010  

Phase 6: August 2010  

Phase 7: October 2010  

Phase 8: January 2011  

 
COMPLETION DATES 

Phase 1: December 2007 

Phase 2: May 2008 

Phase 3: October 2009 

Phase 4: March 2010 

Phase 5: May 2010 

Phase 6: October 2010 

Phase 7: December 2010 

Phase 8: May 2011 
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APPLICABLE CODES 

 

The Sphere Project (2004 Edition) Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in Disaster 
Response Standards 

The goal of the standards and guidelines provided by The Sphere Project in this charter is to set 
minimum requirements for a standard of living for those needing aid after a disaster occurs.  It 
also aims “to improve the quality of assistance provided to people affected by disasters.”  Also 
the standards supplied in the charter must be met in order for Habitat for Humanity to receive 
governmental funding for disaster relief projects.  The handbook includes sections for 
assistance regarding water and sanitation, food aid, shelter, and health services.  The Disaster 
Relief team focused on the requirements for shelter.  Those requirements include minimum 
area per person living in the home and access to appropriate sanitation facilities. 

 

International Building Code (IBC) 

Loads 

The International Building Code was used as the primary source in determine the required loads 
a structure would need to withstand in Haiti, a hurricane prone region.  The sections describing 
wind, rain, flood, live, and dead loads were used to find necessary equations and values used in 
our load analysis. 

 

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE-07) 

Loads 

The ASCE-07 was used as a reference for the International Building Code.  The ASCE-07 
provided equations and methods for calculating the wind, rain, flood, live, and dead loads the 
structures would be required to withstand in Haiti. 

 

American Concrete Institute (ACI-318-05) 

Structural Concrete Design 

The ACI Concrete Design (318-05) was used in the design process because the building codes 
and commentaries pertain to the roof, wall, and slab designs. For example, the necessary 
formulas to compute the moments, stress, and shear forces can be found in the ACI Concrete 
Standard. These codes have been used to compute the nominal strength, durability 
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requirements, minimum reinforcement, and load analysis. The ACI (318-05) gives the specified 
required strength for a structure and it’s the team’s job to exceed these requirements. 

 

American Concrete Institute (ACI-530-05) 

Concrete Masonry Design 

ACI 530-05 will be referred to when designing for the masonry aspects of the Haiti home’s 
walls. It is the leading design standard for concrete masonry in the United States and will be 
applied to the Haiti home so that the home can reach a higher standard in quality. Important 
sections to consider within this code include quality assurance, materials, placement of 
embedded items, analysis and design, strength and serviceability, development of 
reinforcement, walls, and columns, and much more. This text and other supporting Purdue 
course texts will be studied more in depth so that concrete masonry concepts are effectively 
applied to design the walls and the columns of the home, as well as how they will be integrated 
with the roof and the slab.  
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPLETED WORK 

 

PHASE 1 – Fall 2007 

In Phase 1, the team focused on research of Latin American countries and existing disaster 
resistant housing methods.  Information was gathered on the current housing solutions used by 
Habitat for Humanity affiliates in Latin America and South America.  The typical size, materials, 
and cost of HFH homes in these countries was found.  In addition to current housing methods in 
these countries, the culture, climate, and prevalent natural disasters were researched in each 
country.  The team focused on these topics to get a better idea of what techniques were 
currently being used in relief housing, so that appropriate and effective methods could possibly 
be incorporated into the designs created by the team.  One example of an existing disaster 
resistant housing solution is shown below in Figure 5 and 6.  This home was created by a design 
team at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University in 2005 to be used in 
Thailand.  The home is designed to resist tsunamis by allowing wind and water to flow through 
the home without damaging the structure.  The home is also raised on top of concrete blocks to 
allow water to flow under the home. 

 

 

Figure5:  Schematic of Tsunami Resistant House in Sri Lanka 
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Figure 6: Rendering of Tsunami Resistant House in Sri Lanka 

Source: http://sap.mit.edu/resources/portfolio/tsunami_safe_house/ 

 

Much of the research done in this phase on available materials, culture and climate will be 
incorporated into designs in later semesters.  The research specific to Haiti was used during this 
phase to create preliminary floor plans and also collect preliminary load data.  Typical wind load 
values were researched to correspond to hurricane force winds that the Haiti design will need 
to withstand.   
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PHASE 2 – Spring 2008 

The team decided to begin designing homes for Haiti first.  Another project group within the 
team was working on a project for Haiti and had already completed extensive background 
research on the culture and available resources in Haiti.  The Disaster Relief project team 
decided to utilize this available research to begin the home designs.  Also, Haiti was chosen first 
because of the recent hurricanes that have affected the country in the last year, Faye, Gustave, 
Hannah and Ike.  Below are several pictures showing the destruction and devastation in the 
aftermath of the hurricanes. 

 

  

Figure 7: Flooded Homes in Haiti After Hurricane Hannah 

 

 

Figure 8: Devastation After Hurricane Hannah 
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In this semester, research was conducted on the standards supplied in The Sphere Project.  The 
requirements listed incorporate standards for water and sanitation, food aid, health services 
and shelter.  The team focused on the requirements of the shelter section as the other 
requirements are outside the scope this project.  The standards require a minimum or 3.5 m2 
per person living in the home, four people per house was assumed.  Therefore a minimum of 
14.0 m2 is required in the core home design.  This value dictated the dimension of the core 
home layouts that was created (3m x 5m).  Access to appropriate sanitation facilities within a 
certain distance of the home are also required in the standards.  While the design of the 
sanitation facility is not included in the scope of the project, the cost of the facility will be 
included in the construction cost of the home.   

 

Three different layouts for homes in Haiti were created and can be seen below in Figures 9, 10 
and 11.  The layouts are based on the same basic core home design, but they utilize different 
orientations of additions for the expansion options.  All three designs incorporate the option for 
an outdoor courtyard or porch which is an important cultural consideration as most of the 
cooking is done outside and outdoor living spaces provide for more social interaction in the 
community.  The layouts also took into consideration the separation of public areas of the 
home, the living area and courtyard, and the family side of the home, the bedrooms.  In layout 
number two and three the interior walls in the home line up so that one beam can be used to 
span the length of the core.  The placement of the beams can be seen along the dotted lines in 
Figures 10 and 11.  This will minimize the amount of materials needed and therefore the cost as 
well.  After discussion with the project partner layout #2 was altered to remove the bathroom.  
In Haiti it is not typical to have a bathroom in the home, it is usually separate from the home.  
The bathroom was removed and the porch extended. 
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            Figure 9: Layout #1             Figure 10: Layout #2 

 

 

Figure 11: Layout #3 
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PHASE 3 – Fall 2008 

In fall 2008, the main goals of the semester included organizing all research conducted 
previously on each specific country and creating a standard layout for displaying this research 
for easy access.  Again Haiti was focused on for the first home design and extensive research 
was conducted on specific considerations to be made for Haiti in the design.  

 

Country Profiles 

 

 

Figure 12: Layout for Country Profiles 

 

Profile pages for each of the six assigned Latin American/Caribbean countries were created to 
provide a tangible record of each of their unique characteristics that may or may not affect the 
design of the home. Since it is crucial to personalize each home design with its respective 
country it was important to thoroughly complete these profiles even prior to the design of the 
other five countries. 

Each profile contains the following topics: 
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 Photo of current HFH home 

 Map of country 

 Prevalent natural disaster(s) 

 Climate type and average temperatures 

 Population 

 Daily life from all social environments (rural, urban, etc.) 

 Current relief practices (from HFH and other organizations) 

 Locally available materials 

 Social context considerations 

 References 

 

The table below shows an example of how some differences in topics can affect future design 
decisions: 

 

Table 1: Design Considerations 

  Haiti Nicaragua Guatemala 

Natural Disasters 

 

 

hurricanes, 
floods 

 

 

hurricanes, 
earthquakes, 
landslides 

 

earthquakes, 
hurricanes, 
topical 
storms, 
(volcanic 
eruptions) 

Average 
temperatures 

(lowland) 

 

humid; 75oF - 
83oF 

 

tropical, 80oF 

 

hot, humid; 
coastal 77oF -
86oF 

Population 9.6 million 5.8 million 13 million 

 

Haiti Specifications and Design Considerations 
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Figure 13: Map of Target Areas in Haiti 

 

The core home design will be implemented in the three main cities mapped above as 
designated by Habitat for Humanity, International. These cities have been most recently heavily 
affected by hurricanes and flooding.  

 

Materials and Construction 

 

From several design review comments, as well as from our own research, it was highlighted 
that Haiti had an abundance of clay. It was even suggested that adobe may be used as the main 
material for our design. Adobe, however, was quickly eliminated as our potential material due 
to cultural reasons. Despite its affordability and local availability throughout the country, 
Haitians reject adobe as they consider it low class and primitive. The country’s current poverty 
is not something that they want to make evident through their homes. 
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Figure 14: Earthbag Home in Haiti 

Source: http://www.earthbagbuilding.com/projects/haiti.htm 

 

In contrast to this idea, a current practice in Southern Haiti exists where the use of “earthbag 
building” seems to be acceptable.  After mentioning this to HFHI, they had suggested that the 
Haitian people may be convinced with such an idea if it is physically demonstrated to them that 
it is a feasible, practical, and sturdy solution. We have not investigated its disaster-resistant 
capabilities, but this may be an idea to revisit or incorporate with other findings.  
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DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT SEMESTER WORK 

 

PHASE 3 – Spring 2009 

This semester the Disaster Relief team was very fortunate to have such a large number of 
members sign up for the project. With a larger group, the team could take on more 
responsibility and achieve superior results. The Disaster Relief group decided as a whole that in 
order to work more effectively the work would be divided into three smaller sub-teams. These 
teams include: Disaster Resistant Strategies, Structural Design, and Cost Estimation/Public 
Relations. The Strategies section is researching various techniques that could better prepare 
the people for a natural disaster. The Structural team members are designing a house that can 
be built after a disaster in order to provide safety and shelter.  Cost Estimation is analyzing the 
price of this structure.  The Public Relations group is creating the final deliverables for the entire 
project including a manual of construction plans and a homeowner’s manual for the designs 
created. 

 

Disaster Resistant Strategies 

 

The Disaster Research track is focused on finding and analyzing building techniques which can 
be applied to the overall design of the home. Currently the Disaster Relief group’s key focus is 
on the country of Haiti. Thus, the research track is looking for hurricane resistant techniques, as 
the hurricane is the main natural disaster affecting the country. The track is also doing research 
on alternative materials, which are more affordable yet still effective in the design of the house. 
Retrofitting is also being looked into as to improve the stability of the structure of the design as 
well as houses that are already built in Haiti.  

  

Research was done for seven weeks and compiled collectively, in accordance with the structure 
group as to maintain an even work flow among the team. After gathering the research the track 
evaluated each technique by organizing the research into bins: effective techniques that are 
affordable, effective techniques that are unaffordable, ineffective techniques, and techniques 
that can be used for future projects in other countries. Once the techniques are organized a 
cost-benefit analysis is done to see which disaster techniques would be most effective for the 
overall structure. These designs are then given to the structures track for them to incorporate 
into the design. 

  

Current techniques that the Disaster Research Track has found to be effective were discovered 
in several hurricane resistant guides that offered a wealth of information. A guide book made 
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by the Simpson Strong Tie Company gave a list of simple techniques to prevent common 
damages done to a home such as sliding and racking. One technique which can be easily 
incorporated into the design of the home is to have the door of the house swing outward. This 
will allow the door to withstand higher wind rather than the common inward swing door as the 
added frame of the house puts greater support. The Institute for Business and Home Safety 
published a pamphlet which offers a list of materials that can be used in retrofitting a house. 
These materials, most importantly hurricane straps which the team sees as the most valuable 
tool, can be used to anchor the house more securely. Lastly a manual published by APA Wood 
Association gave several shutter designs used in Latin America that proved effective against 
hurricane winds and fit perfectly with the design of the home. An alternative material that was 
discovered to be effect against hurricane winds are ring shank nails. These specialized nails cost 
relatively the same amount as normal nails but are able to withstand wind speeds up to 110 
mph (Practices for Hurricane Resistance and Reconstruction). To prevent the water leakage into 
the house two methods were found that proved to be efficient. The first method is to prevent 
leakage through the roof and the wall by extending fascia board under the overhang to create a 
drip edge that will prevent winds from driving rain into the interior (Building for Survival in 
Hurricane County) (Figure 15). The second method is to prevent water intrusion between the 
floor slab and the walls by using capillary breaks which close all the tiny cracks at the slab/wall 
juncture (Practices for Hurricane Resistance and Reconstruction). However, this method may be 
unaffordable for the Haiti project. All methods have been analyzed carefully and do not have to 
be modified to fit the cultural considerations of the Haitian people. 

 

Figure 15: Extended Overhang on the Roof 
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Structural Design 

 

 

Figure 16: Current HFH Home Built in Haiti 

Above is a picture of the core home currently being implemented in Haiti as well as its detailed 
plans have been sent from Jack Blanchette of HFHI. The plans can be found in the sharepoint 
Server. 
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Figure 17: Schematics of Current Construction Practices in Haiti 

 

A powerpoint containing several visuals as presented in a construction training session for 
women in Haiti has also been sent, to be found in the SPS. It appears to generally show the use 
of the confined masonry system.  

Duwalph Pierre of HFH Haiti has provided a brief document of the typical construction practices 
in Haiti, listing in order the steps that lead the home to completion, to be found in the SPS.  

These vital documents have led us toward the previously mentioned design assumptions and 
will be used as support for further research on concrete design and concrete masonry practices 
pertaining to our core home design. 

The design philosophy when designing the Habitat home for Haiti was to begin with the roof 
and finish with the floor slab. In order to design the walls, the loads for the roof must be 
determined. Therefore, the decision to begin with the roof design was necessary. Assumptions 
must be made before the design process can begin, so the structure team made educated 
assumptions of the roof size, shape, and material. The necessary computations for the roof 
were made using these assumptions, but these assumptions can be changed once the final size, 
shape and material are determined. Unification of the entire core would help strengthen the 
overall structure, so the walls need to be tied appropriately to the roof. The method being 
considered by the structure group is to pour the roof, columns, and cavities of the wall at the 
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same time. This way, the entire structure would be one solid piece starting from the roof and 
ending at the footers. The slab will be the last piece to be poured because it offers no structural 
support for the walls or roof. This is the team’s design philosophy, but as new methods are 
integrated the design philosophy must also change. 

 

Design Assumptions 

For the initial design cycle we assumed certain dimensions for our core home.   

The exterior wall dimensions should be three meters wide by five meters in length.   

The roof will have a five degree slope from front to back of the house.   

The roof will be four inches thick with three inches of overhang 

The rear wall will stand two and half meters high.  The remaining wall heights will be dictated 
by the roof angle.  

The Core home will contain three doors.  One door will serve be on the front of the house with 
the other two doors on the long side of the house to be used when adding new rooms to the 
core house.  Each door will be 82 x 80 inches. 

Windows will be constructed using blocks that allow for light and air to enter the home but do 
not leave an opening in the wall like a traditional window.  Each window will be 32 x 24 inches. 

The blocks used in construction will be six inches by eight inches by sixteen inches. 

The rebar used for reinforcement in the masonry and concrete will be 3/8 inch in diameter.  
This rebar will be placed six inches apart in the concrete of the roof and in every other opening 
of the masonry blocks. 

We assumed the Structure to lie in Exposure C for wind load calculation.   

The building was also assumed to be symmetric.  
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Roof Selection 

Many different types of roofs were researched and considered for use in the home.  Aspects of 
the roofs taken into consideration for deciding what is best in this design were ease of 
construction, structural stability, material and behavior in hurricane force winds.  Below is a 
diagram of the various roofs that were considered. 

 

 

 

            Figure 18: Gable Roof          Figure 19: Hip Roof  Figure 20: Shed Roof 

 

The gable roof does not have enough support on its sides and is prone to uplift during 
hurricanes.  The hip roof is very complex to construct and is not suitable for the small core 
home.  It also could be difficult to construct with the home being built in stages.  The shed and 
flat roof differ in that they have different degrees of slope.  This type of roof is best suited to 
the design because it is aerodynamic and simple.   

 

Below is a table describing the advantages and disadvantages of two materials that were 
researched for the roof, tin and concrete. 
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Table 2: Roof Construction Material 

TIN 

Pros Cons 

Inexpensive Needs professional to maintain 

Light top Noisy with rain 

Will not corrode CANNOT withstand hurricane wind 

 

CONCRETE 

Pros Cons 

Strong Heavy 

Rain Resistant Expensive 

Noise Reduced More complex 

 

Given the above pros and cons it is determined that tin cannot withstand hurricane wind well 
and, therefore, concrete roofs will be used in the home design for Haiti. 

 

Cost Estimation/Public Relations 

 

So far the cost estimation group has been working with the structures group in order to help 
complete a cost effective home while still being disaster resistant.  The team has been able to 
get a rough estimate on the cost it would take to build a home.  Information was gathered from 
the Habitat for Humanity International contact, Claude Juedy, in Haiti.  Along with the cost 
analysis the group is also working on creating a template for the manuals that will be used to 
instruct Habitat workers in Haiti on how to build the home with the design our structures group 
has created.  Finally we will be working closely with the structures group once they have 
completed their design in order to come up with a final number in terms of materials and an 
overall cost. 

 

The final deliverable for this project will be a construction manual that will contain 
documentation for use by Habitat for Humanity staff and construction managers.  This manual 
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will contain three different sections of information.  The first section will contain information 
regarding the construction process, core home designs, overall home designs, and complete 
structural AutoCAD drawings for use by construction managers.  This section is intended to aid 
in construction of both the core home and any future expansions that the homeowners might 
be interested in implementing.  The second section will contain research on various disaster 
resistance techniques that were discovered throughout the design process.  Some of these 
techniques may be incorporated into the final design of the home, and others, while they may 
not be feasible to implement into this particular design, will be included for informational 
purposes.  Disaster resistant construction methods for retrofitting existing homes will also be 
included in the final manual.  The third and final section will contain affordability data for the 
construction of the home including cost of materials.  The cost will be comparable to that of the 
current Habitat for Humanity core homes being built in Haiti. 
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DESCRIPTION OF FUTURE WORK 

 

This Semester 

 

Future work for this semester includes completing the roof design of the core home for Haiti.  
The team will use all of the assumptions that have already been made regarding the loads and 
materials to be used in the design to complete the structural design and analysis of the home.  
It is not feasible for more of the structural design to be completed this semester.  The rest of 
the home will be designed next semester.  The cost estimation/public relations group will focus 
the rest of the semester on creating the format and layout of the booklet that will act as the 
final deliverable for the project.  Having the layout completed will allow the team to easily add 
content as it becomes available.  The Disaster Resistance Strategies group will compile all 
appropriate disaster resistant construction techniques that have been found into an easily 
understood and useful document.  These techniques can then be added to the booklet being 
created by the cost estimation/public relations group.   

 

Future Semesters 

 

Next semester, the rest of the Haiti home will be designed.  All of the loads on the roof and the 
weight of the roof will be known by then along with all of the assumptions made this semester.  
This will allow the team to design the columns, walls and floor slab of the home, in that order.  
Once each component of the home is designed the cost estimation group will calculate the cost 
of the completed home and incorporate that information into the booklet.  All designs and 
deliverables for the Haiti home design will be completed by mid-semester in fall 2009. 

 

The design process and documentation used in the Haiti design will then be used as a template 
for completing home designs for the other five countries the team is targeting in Latin America 
(Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua).  The same tasks will 
be completed for each of these countries that were completed for Haiti.  The background 
cultural research and disaster resistant strategies research will have already been finished, but 
the same structural design process will be needed for each country.   All six of the Latin 
American countries will be completed by May 2011.  At that point another Memorandum of 
Understanding may be formed between Habitat for Humanity and EPICS that concentrates on 
another region prone to natural disasters.  In that case the entire process will start over using 
Latin America as a template. 
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LIST OF PAST MEMBERS 

 

Fall 2007 

 

COO(s): 

David  “Chi Chi” Truong Civil Engineering       
    dtruong@purdue.edu 

Staff: 

Erik Neal   Civil Engineering      

Janice Soriano   Civil Engineering       
    jsoriano@purdue.edu 

Lindsey Tracy   Civil Engineering       
    lvtracy@purdue.edu 

    

Spring 2008 

 

COO(s): 

David  “Chi Chi” Truong Civil Engineering       
    dtruong@purdue.edu 

Lindsey Tracy   Civil Engineering       
    lvtracy@purdue.edu 

Staff: 

Janice Soriano   Civil Engineering       
    jsoriano@purdue.edu 

 

Fall 2008 

 

COO(s): 
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Lindsey Tracy   Civil Engineering       
    lvtracy@purdue.edu 

Staff: 

Alex Brennan   Industrial Engineering       
    abrennan@purdue.edu 

Suzie Mason   Professional Writing       
    smmason@purdue.edu 

Janice Soriano   Civil Engineering       
    jsoriano@purdue.edu 

David “Chi Chi” Truong Civil Engineering       
    dtruong@purdue.edu 

 

Spring 2009 

 

COO(s): 

Lindsey Tracy   Civil Engineering       
    lvtracy@purdue.edu 

Staff: 

Gilbert Bullock   Civil Engineering       
    gbullock@purdue.edu  

Bryce Heckaman  Mechanical Engineering      
    bheckama@purdue.edu 

Suzie Mason   Professional Writing       
    smmason@purdue.edu 

Stephen McAdams  Industrial Engineering       
    smcadams@purdue.edu 

Evan Neubacher  Economics        
    eneubach@purdue.edu 

Chris Rivera   Engineering        
    cprivera@purdue.edu 
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Janice Soriano   Civil Engineering       
    jsoriano@purdue.edu 

David “Chi Chi” Truong Civil Engineering       
    dtruong@purdue.edu 

Stephanie Woodward  Public Relations       
    swoodwa@purdue.edu  

Ben Zajeski   Multi-disciplinary Engineering   

bzajeski@purdue.edu 
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LIST OF RESOURCES 

 

Jack Blanchette Project Partner, Sr. Specialist, Safety & Security with Habitat for Humanity 
International  
-JaBlanchette@habitat.org 

   - Has expertise in construction for Habitat for Humanity 

 

Claude Jeudy  National Director, Habitat for Humanity Haiti 
   - cjeudy@habitat.org 
 

 - Has knowledge on existing construction practices, available resources 
and cultural concerns in Haiti 

 

Eric Holt  Purdue University Building Construction Management Graduate Student 
- eaholt@purdue.edu 
- Former architect and owner of RDS Designs, Inc., designed homes for 
HFH Lafayette 

 

Dulcy Abraham Purdue University Construction Engineering Management Faculty 

-dulcy@purdue.edu 

 

Duwalph Pierre Habitat for Humanity Haiti Program Director 
   - duwpierre@habitathaiti.org 

-Referral from Claude Jeudy. Has access to a library of information 
pertaining to general home construction procedures as practiced in Haiti. 

 

Stanley Cesar  Architect in Haiti 
   - raimstansar@yahoo.fr 

-Referral from Claude Jeudy.  Familiar with home designs throughout 
Haiti 
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BIO-TOWN (BT ) DEPARTMENT 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Bio-Town, USA 

***Disclaimer: The following information was taken from and more information can be found 
at the official website for Bio-Town, USA at http://www.in.gov/biotownusa/*** 

Bio-Town is an Indiana State initiative that began on September 13th, 2005 under Governor 
Mitch Daniels and Agriculture Director Andy Miller. The following are goals of creating this pilot 
town: 

 Showcase efficient methods to convert biomass into energy 

 Encourage the use of biodiesel and ethanol 

 Use bioenergy to fuel homes and businesses throughout the town 

 Promote alternative energies across the United States 

 Educate Hoosiers and people across the United States about alternative and renewable 
energy 

 Prove that agricultural energy is safe, reliable, and consistent 
 

This pilot town would serve as a model community for self-sufficient energy consumption 
creating a cleaner environment, developing new markets for agriculture, and enhancing value 
for Indiana waste products while producing its own energy. Technologies such as anaerobic 
digestion, gasification, and biodiesel generation packages would all be utilized to accomplish 
this goal. 

 

Figure 21: Reynolds, IN 
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Reynolds, IN was selected as the location for Bio-Town, USA because of its size, infrastructure, 
and surrounding resources.  

1. Size - Reynolds has a population of 547 people, which is large enough to make an impact 
and small enough to manage as a pilot project. Reynolds also has a good mix of residential, 
commercial and industrial energy users, which is important to understanding the energy 
needs of each sector.  

2. Quality infrastructure - The town has good rail and road access. Not only is it located near 
heavily traveled state roads and I-65, but it is close to a major research university.  

3. Sources of organic waste - Reynolds is within 15 miles of more than 150,000 hogs, as well 
as a municipal waste system and several other sources of organic waste such as corn 
stover and paper fluff.  

Habitat for Humanity & the Lafayette Affiliate 

***Disclaimer: The following information was taken from and more information can be found 
at the official website for Habitat for Humanity of Lafayette at 
http://www.lafayettehabitat.org/*** 

Habitat for Humanity was founded in 1976 by Millard and Linda Fuller as a grassroots, Christian 
nonprofit organization dedicated to the elimination of poverty housing and substandard 
housing worldwide. With the belief that every person deserves at least a simple and decent 
place in which to live and grow into all that God intends for them to be, the build or renovate 
houses in partnership with families who qualify for homeownership based on three criteria: 
financial and housing need, a willingness to partner with HFH, and ability to repay a 20-year no-
interest mortgage. 

Through volunteer labor and tax-deductible donations of money and materials, Habitat builds 
and rehabilitates simple, decent houses with the help of the homeowner family as well as 
partner families. Houses are sold at no profit and financed with affordable, no-interest loans. 
Monthly mortgage payments are cycled into a revolving fund which is used to build more 
homes. All members of the family are also expected to put in so many hours into building either 
their home or another family’s home which is Habitat’s concept of “sweat equity.” Adults are 
required to commit to 500 hours and children are expected to commit 250 hours. 

The local chapter of Habitat for Humanity in Lafayette is one of the oldest and largest affiliates 
in the country. To date, they have built **** homes in the local communities of Carroll County, 
Tippecanoe County, and White County. 
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PROJECT SCOPE 

Given that Reynolds, IN is located in White County, part of Habitat for Humanity Lafayette’s 
jurisdiction, the local affiliate wanted to build a home that aligned with the mission of Bio-
Town, USA. The goals of this project are to create a model home that can serve both as proof 
that energy-efficient and sustainable home designs is not only affordable for all levels of 
income, but the most sensible for low-income families, and as a training session for Habitat 
construction managers around the state of Indiana to help build and learn about energy-
efficient strategies and practices that can be implemented in their affiliates’ homes. 

 

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS 
Design a Habitat home with the following requirements: 

 3 bedrooms including 1 master bedroom 

 1.5 bathrooms with the full bathroom being handicap accessible (3’ diameter access 
circle) 

 An attached 1-car garage 

 Handicap “visit-able” (3’ doorways) 

 Approximately 1000-1150 square feet 

 Budget for construction materials between $40,000-$60,000 

 Achieve minimum level of EnergyStar certification 

 May consider additional certification programs such as Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) and Indiana Home Builder’s Association (IHBA) ***enter 
their rating system*** 

 

The following are required deliverables for the project: 

 Manual of appropriate LEED strategies that could be implemented 

 Manual of appropriate  

 Construction Documents 
o 1 sheet first floor plan layout with dimensions 
o 1 sheet first floor plan with electrical receptacles 
o 1 sheet crawl space plan layout with dimensions 
o 1 sheet roof plan layout with dimensions 
o Minimum 1 sheet elevations drawings of north, south, east, and west face 

exteriors 

 Construction Manual detailing energy-efficient strategies and technologies utilized in 
this home design for implementation in other homes 

 Homeowner’s Manual detailing energy-efficient strategies and technologies utilized in 
this home for optimum performance and maintenance 
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DESCRIPTION OF PHASES 

 

Phase 1: Research and list potential points that could be achieved through LEED Certification 

Phase 2: Research and list… 

Phase 3: Create full set of construction documents for home with appropriate supporting 
documentation 

 This phase involves the creation of the construction manual to help inform the 
construction workers of the techniques that have been chosen for the house.  This will include a 
description of all of the techniques and basic instructions for how to install/ implement them. 

Phase 4: Create Construction Manual and Homeowner’s Manual for training purposes during 
construction 

 The team will create a Construction Manual to aid future builders who wish to build 
similar energy-efficient houses.  This manual will describe the materials and techniques used in 
this project.   It will also include some alternative techniques that builders may choose in place 
of those used here. The team will also create a Homeowner’s manual for the house in Biotown. 
 This manual will give the homeowners information on how to  
maximize their energy savings. 

 

COMMENCEMENT DATES 

Phase 1: August 20th, 2007 

Phase 2: January 7th, 2008 

Phase 3: August 18th, 2008 

Phase 4: August 24th, 2009 

 
COMPLETION DATES 

Phase 1: December , 2007 

Phase 2: May , 2008 

Phase 3: May , 2009 

Phase 4: December , 2009 
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APPLICABLE CODES 

 

Architectural Graphic Standards 

Originally developed in 1932, this standard allows architects to communicate their ideas, 
concepts, and details more effectively. It requires consistency throughout floor plans, plots, 
elevations, and schedules that convey ideas in 
the most visually stimulating way possible. By adopting these standards we are able to 
communicate design both quickly and efficiently. 

 

Indiana Building Code 

Although the International Residential Code is lengthy, it and the Indiana Building Code have 
been helpful in determining proper set-backs for our corner lot. Meetings with the local 
building inspectors of White County, as well as a proper site surveying have enabled us to 
determine what local utilities are currently in place. Collectively; this information has allowed 
us to define the buildable space of our lot, so that we may best position our structure to 
capture as many natural energy resources as possible. To date we plan to follow all building 
codes required and do not see the need to violate any in order to utilize sustainable building 
practices. 

 

White County Zoning Ordinances 

Understanding the local zoning ordinances allows a designer to better understand how the 
space was intended to be used to benefit the surrounding community. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPLETED WORK 

 

PHASE 1 – Fall 2007 

 

During the first phase of the project, it was decided that the United States Green Building 
Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environment Design (LEED) certification program would be 
followed.  The goal of LEED is to improve the quality of our buildings and their impact on the 
environment.  In order to achieve certification, a certain number of design, innovation, and 
construction points set by LEED must be achieved.  There are several levels of certification; 
certified, silver, gold, and platinum. 

The LEED rating system is broken down into several categories.  These include sustainable sites, 
water efficiency, energy and atmosphere, materials and resources, indoor environmental 
quality, and innovation and design process.  Within these categories, points may be achieved 
and put towards certification.  These points can be achieved by meeting certain requirements 
such as reducing energy usage by a certain percentage, by have the building location nearby a 
bus stop, or by minimizing the distance materials are gathered from.  The points are broken 
down into having specific guidelines on how to achieve them which allows people to 
understand each and encourages a fuller understanding of why each point is important. 

All in all, the LEED rating system is a great guide towards a sustainable future.  We can strive 
towards making an impact on public health and environment, reducing operating costs, 
enhancing building and organizational marketability, potentially increasing occupant 
productivity, and help create a sustainable community. 

During the first phase, a manual was created with certain products and techniques that would 
achieve points through the LEED program.  Included in the manual was a certain suggestion 
based off the LEED system, a product, an analysis of the product including some payback 
information, what point the suggestion would achieve, and any related improvements.  The 
manual was broken down by areas of the house such as utility room, whole house, or 
construction.  The manual was not meant to be a set of rules for construction and design, but 
more of a guideline with suggestions to design and construct and environmentally friendly and 
affordable home. The manual is located on the EPICS SharePoint Server. 
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Figure 22: LEED Manual 

PHASE 2 – Spring 2008 
 

In the second semester of the project members chose to stop researching a specific green 
rating system (i.e. LEED) and focus on finding the green practices and products most beneficial 
to the project partner, Habitat for Humanity.  Money and technical experience as the two major 
constraints, the students heavily researched passive energy efficiency and products/practices 
with low cost and low payback periods.  To stretch the dollar the farthest the team decided to 
make another compilation; this time with only green products and practices most practical and 
cost effective to Habitat for Humanity.   

As stated above, the project’s second manual follows no green rating system or other set of 
standards, only the members’ judgment and set of qualifying factors.  The qualifying factors for 
products and practices within the manual were as follows: cost/affordability, payback period, 
ease-of-implementation, maintenance, ease of operation. 
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The manual is organized to provide the reader with a complete understanding of the project 
and then lists products and practices deemed suitable for the house.  The first section gives a 
history of Biotown, the actual town, and then expands on the project’s previous research, goals, 
and future plans.  Next are brief definitions of a “green home” and Energy Star, followed by 
explanations as to how a green home can benefit the owner by making the home healthier to 
live in, cheaper to live in, and less detrimental to the environment.  The next paragraph explains 
the different sections that go into green building design such as the different materials, 
insulation, water and energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality, and landscaping.  The 
last two section in the initial overview section are definitions and justification for passive solar 
energy and natural ventilation. 

 

Following the overview sections are the internal and external product and practice suggestions: 

- High efficiency water faucets reduce water consumption without experiencing 
significant performance loss. 

- Dual-flush toilets facilitate two flushing settings, one for heavy loads, and one for the 
bare minimum.  By not always using a ton of water, water consumption can be cut in 
half. 

- A manifold system utilizes polyethylene piping rather than copper piping to run pipes to 
each and every fixture in the home so that all of the pipes originate from a common 
source, similar to a fuse box (electricity). 

- Tankless water heaters produce water on-demand, rather than wasting water and 
energy while heating a large storage tank of water.  These water heaters have longer 
life-spans than tank water heaters and offer savings of 10-20% based on the size and 
type (gas or electric). 

- Water heater tank storage insulation adds additional insulation to a water heater so 
that the water that is heated remains at the set temperature for a longer period of time 
and reheating is not needed.  This inexpensive practice can result in utility savings of 4-
9% annually and can pay for itself within a year. 

- Compact fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs) use 66-75% less energy than standard bulbs and 
last ten times longer. Payback period is two years or less as the CFL’s cost more than 
regular bulbs. 

- Solatubes are spherical skylights that utilize reflective tubing to capture light at nearly all 
times during the day and disperse it throughout a home.  These fixtures are easy to 
install and insulate. 

- Programmable thermostats allow homeowners to set their home’s temperature for 
different periods of time.  When the owner is away, the heater can be turned down in 
the winter or the air conditioner up in the summer to conserve on energy. 

- Using windows with proper solar heat gain coefficient for the area (>0.6) and installing 
double pane windows opposed to single pain can keep the cold in or the heat out 
better. 

- Clerestories offer natural light and natural ventilation into a home.  Clerestories incur a 
greater initial construction cost. 
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- Insulation is a key to the energy efficiency of a home.  Different types offer different 
advantages.  Spray foam insulates and seals an area from infiltration, batt offers high R-
values, reflective types repel or retain heat, and rigid prevents heat transfer. 

- Tree placement offers significant energy efficient benefits.  Planting deciduous trees on 
the east and west sides of home protect the home from winds, shade the home in the 
summer, and allow sunlight to heat the home in the winter. 

 

 

Figure 23: Sample from Spring 2008  Manual. 
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PHASE 3 – Fall 2008 

 

The team researched the new standards LEED adopted since the initial project research was 
done.  Many new areas and categories had been added since then, increasing the complexity of 
the rating system.  EnergyStar had also adopted and created new standards and certification 
processes that supplement LEED certifications as well.  In addition to the various green rating 
systems, the students also conducted research on the demographic information for the town of 
Reynolds, Indiana.   

A couple of students also attended the Mainstream Green Conference in Tacoma, Washington 
organized by the state of Washington’s Habitat for Humanity.  The purpose of the conference 
was for Washington’s Habitat for Humanity to introduce its own green rating system, the 
Evergreen Standard.  The standard is very similar to LEED, but was specifically designed for 
Washington’s climate.  The conference also allowed for the students to learn from green 
building professionals.  Many green building suppliers were also present and the students 
learned a lot about advanced framing, engineered wood, and other products.  One of the 
primary speakers stressed the point that all building designs should take advantage of as many 
passive designs practices as possible. 
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DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT SEMESTER WORK 

PHASE 3 – Spring 2009 

The team was broken up into three subteams: construction, design and education. The 
construction team is responsible for having bi-weekly meetings with John Sears, who is the 
Habitat for Humanity Construction Manager. The construction team is also responsible for what 
design techniques will be implemented into the home. The design team is responsible for 
coming up with the design of the home. This team will have to alter the design several times 
throughout the semester to make sure that any techniques that need to be incorporated will be 
able to. This team must also make sure the design meets the standards for the Habitat for 
Humanity homes. They must also consider how the house is located, which side faces north, 
south. They have to consider natural ventilation as well as many other things. The education 
team is responsible for designing the template and table of contents for both the homeowners’ 
manual as well as the construction guide. 

 

Construction 

The construction team has been working on three main sections to help complete the design for 

the home.  The first section consists of the layout of the home, the foundation details, and zoning 

and building permit information.  The second section was focused on materials selection for the 

insulation, windows, and doors and also decisions on the roof pitch and overhang.  The last 

section was about selecting the paint and flooring and also the layout of the attic. 

 

 As of now, the team has selected most of the mail products and techniques that will be 

used.  Raised heel trusses will be used for the roof because they allow for full-height insulation 

over the walls of the home.  For the hot water supply for the home, a 40 gallon tank water heated 

will be used.  The team decided on this because of its cost effectiveness and the fact that the site 

has a well, so water conservation from a tank-less water heated would not benefit the 

homeowner.  Lastly the team decided on the insulations to be used.  For the interior walls, a half 

inch of spray foam will be used because of its ability to stop air infiltration.  On top of the spray 

foam, batt insulation with an r value of 13 will be used to increase the insulation of the home.  

Lastly, half inch foam sheeting will be used along the exterior walls in order to act as a radiant 

and vapor barrier.  

 

 The construction team has three main goals to work on at this time.  The first is to make a 

materials list with the format of:  

 Component 

 Application 

 Cost 

 Green Justification 

 Pros & cons 

The other goals of the team are to find and contact local suppliers on materials and costs and to 

find out how to best use the resources the team already has. 
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Design 

 

Figure 24: Lot 22 and 23 

 

The shaded area (Lot 22 and 23) displays where our site is located.  To the North and West are 
streets which require 30 ft setbacks.  From neighboring property and the alley 10 ft setbacks 
are required. 
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Version 1 

The original design was created to maximize potential for sustainable strategies such as natural 
ventilation, natural day lighting, passive solar design, and good human traffic flow throughout 
the home. After the completed design was shown to HFH Lafayette, it showed a surprising 
resemblance to an existing home that they had built a few months previously so the layout and 
space allocations were fairly sufficient. 

 

Figure 25: Design Version 1 

 

Natural Ventilation 

Natural ventilation was emphasized through having the majority of the mechanical equipment 
on the north side of the home and most of the living and activity spaces on the south face of 
the home so that with the proper placement of windows, cool fresh air can come in through the 
south side and enter the home. With lots of light coming from the south, the cool air will rise 
and flow into such areas as the kitchen and mechanical room where much of the heat will be 
concentrated. Hotter air will naturally rise to these locations and with higher placed windows 
placed on the north face, hotter and “dirtier” air will be forced out of the home creating a 
natural circulation through the home. 
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Figure 26: Natural Ventilation 

 

Natural Day lighting & Passive Solar Design 

Given the angle of the sun in the northern part of Indiana, natural light cannot enter more than 
approximately 10’ into the home from any window so it is a good idea to keep the home long 
and narrow to avoid “dark spots” that will require conventional lighting and higher electricity 
demands. Also, the living and activity spaces should be placed on the south side where the 
greatest heat and light demands are.  

Solar radiation can help in this area by killing harmful bacteria reducing the need for chemical 
household cleaners to create a healthy indoor environment. Bedrooms, which are more private, 
are usually preferred as darker spaces and cooler places and should be focused near the east 
and north faces of the home with only moderate number of windows.  

Northern light is still valued as good lighting because it is very indirect and provides a more 
general wash. The west face should be the most avoided for windows because of direct 
intensity and heat gains in the afternoons and late evenings. 

Natural deciduous vegetation will be placed along the southern face of the home to provide 
additional shading during the summers, but allow for plenty of natural light and heat to enter 
the home during the winters. 
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Figure 27: Passive Solar Design 

 

Human Traffic Flow 

Amount of hallway space was minimized because hallway space is usually wasted space in a 
floor plan. A natural flow between public spaces such as entry-ways, living, and dining areas 
were broken up from the semi-public areas such as the dining room and guest bathrooms and 
from the private areas such as the family bathroom and bedrooms. How people would enter 
and exit different areas of the home were also considered to minimize the number of conflict 
zones from cross-traffic patterns and the living room served as the main and central core for 
traffic flows through the home. Bathroom doors were at least partially shielded from public 
areas to create more of a sense of privacy. Furniture and function was used to set the 
boundaries for the different parts of the home rather than actual walls and dividers to create a 
more open feeling and a sense of a bigger home while minimizing the material demands. 
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Figure 28: Human Traffic Flow 

Version 2 

This floor was modified to include an attached rather than detached garage and to also 
centralize the utilities from the home.  The movement of the utilities provides more centralized 
usage around the kitchen, laundry, and bath.  The rear door was changed from a sliding door to 
a hinged door in order to decrease air leakage. Also, the garage was place on the west face of 
the home to serve from much of the unwanted heat gains to a home from the sun along the 
western face. 

 

Figure 29: Design Version 2 
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Version 3 

The full bathroom was moved to the center of the floor plan to further centralize utility usage 
and used to create a buffer zone into the private areas.  Also, the placements of the bedroom 
closets were shuffled to provide more living space with the adjusted bathroom placement. 

 

Figure 30: Design Version 3 

A meeting was held with Monica Willemsen, LEED Accredited Professional architect.  She went 
over version 3 of our floor plan with us.  She has suggested using a saw tooth roof to increase 
day lighting in the house.  She has also suggested pushing out the garage to the North and 
recessing the entry way to create a better transition and a more formal entryway.  The design 
would benefit from more open space within the house. 

When considering the entryway to the backyard, we do not want to split the patio with the 
door.  On the south side of the house, a green screen could be used to provide shade for the 
house.  During the warmer months, vegetation would grow and shade the house to prevent 
excess heat.  During the winter months, sunlight would be let through to warm the house.  The 
form of the building and the surrounding vegetation can be used to protect the house and its 
openings. 

In terms of products, floors can be used that capture heat during the winter.  It was also 
suggested that the ceiling be insulated as opposed to the roof, unless it is possible to do both. 
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Education 

The purpose of the Construction Manual is to inform builders, designers, and construction 
workers of different practices that can be included in homes to make them more energy 
efficient as well as affordable. Below is the template that we will be using to make the 
construction manual. 

 

Technique:  

In this section, the basic 
technique/product is described.   

 

 

Application: In this section, it is 
explained where the 
product/technique is applied in the 
home. 

 

Cost: In this section, the capital investment is stated with an estimated payback period. 

 

 

Green Justification: In this section, the reason for choosing such a technique/product is 
explained.  This could include an efficiency explanation and/or comparison to similar products. 

 

 

Advantages: In this section, the advantages of using this product/technique are explained. 

 

 

Disadvantages: In this section, the disadvantages of using this product/technique are explained. 

Figure 31: Construction Manual Technique Template 

 

A picture or diagram of the 

technique/product is shown here. 
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The purpose of the Homeowner’s Guide is to educate the homeowner on the different 
practices included in their home.  It will also explain the upkeep of appliances and systems 
within the home to better hold the efficiency, air quality, and the life of the home. Below is the 
template that we will be using when designing the homeowners’ guide. 

 

Technique/Appliance/System:  

In this section, the 
technique/appliance/system is 
described.   

 

 

Application: In this section, it is 
explained where the 
product/technique is installed in the 
home. 

 

 

Upkeep: In this section, the general upkeep is explained with time scales. 

 

 

 

Advantages: In this section, the advantages of following the proper upkeep schedule are 
explained. 

 

 

Expert Contact Information:  In this section, expert contacts are listed in case of emergency 
problems that cannot be handled by the homeowner. 

 

Figure 32: Construction Manual Technique Template 

 

A picture or diagram of the 

technique/appliance/system is shown 

here. 
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The Indiana Home Builders Conference is an annual conference that focuses on 
Midwestern home design and the products and technologies that best support that specific 
building environment.  The main idea behind the building conference this year was “green” 
home design.  We were surprised to find out that many of the contractors in the region had 
been building green since they began without even being cognizant of the fact.  Many builders 
had actually been implementing safe and simple building practices without noticing that these 
practices were eventually going to become staples of the green building industry standard.       

  In order to create an intelligible and easily implementable standard for builders, the 
research institute for the National Green Building Association (NGBA) worked in tandem with 
building contractors across the country so the standard could be easily understood by the 
general contractor. The standard developed by the NGBA and showcased during the conference 
was the National Green Building Standard, (which was recently granted approval in early 
February by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)).  The reason (as explained by the 
many speakers at the conference), was its usability.  The easier the standard is to use the more 
efficient builders and contractors can be with their time. 

The last directive on our agenda was to network with the suppliers of products and 
technologies to the industry.  If we wanted to implement any of the products or technologies 
that we saw during the conference having contacts with those companies would allow use to 
best utilize our resources.  Going around the show floor talking with individuals gave us the 
chance to ask any questions or voice any concerns that we had about their products.  Attending 
the conference gave our team the chance to create connections that we have the ability to 
utilize at a later date as well as a general look at the NGBS and how it could be beneficial to our 
project.    
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DESCRIPTION OF FUTURE WORK 

 

This semester 

 List of applicable housing products per each section of the house 

o Three to Four options per product  

o Best option with research stating why 

 Homeowners Manual 

o Details: Maintenance (Professional or DIY), Emergency Contact Information 
(Poison…etc) 

o Easily Understandable 

o Informative 

o Succinct 

 Construction Manual 

o Details:  Product information manual 

 List of options for contractor 

 Best option with research stating why 

 
Fall 2009 
 

 Create unified documents for each Homeowners and Construction Manual with all 
relevant information. 

 Implement products/technologies into home design 

 Finalize home design 
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LIST OF PAST MEMBERS 

 

Fall 2007 

COO(s): 

Matthew Nickels  Civil Engineering       
    mnickels@purdue.edu 

Staff: 

Kyle Bazur-Persing  Mechanical Engineering      
    KyleB@purdue.edu 

Dustin Johnson     

Adam Ralph   Civil Engineering       
    aralph@purdue.edu 

Daniel Rozsahegyi   Construction Engineering Management    
    drozsahe@purdue.edu 

John Sharvin   Division of Recreational Sports     
    jsharvin@purdue.edu 

 

Spring 2008 

COO(s): 

Daniel Rozsahegyi  Construction Engineering Management    
    drozsahe@purdue.edu 

Staff: 

Elaine Li 

Timothy Weaver  Computer Science       
        tweaver@purdue.edu 

Jeffrey Wojcicki  Agricultural and Biological Engineering    
    jwojcick@purdue.edu 
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Fall 2008 

COO(s): 

Daniel Rozsahegyi  Construction Engineering Management    
    drozsahe@purdue.edu 

Timothy Weaver  Computer Science       
    tweaver@purdue.edu 

Staff: 

Steven Gall   Science        
    sgall@purdue.edu 

Laura Heverly   Civil Engineering       
    lheverly@purdue.edu 

Sean McCaffrey  Building Construction Management     
    smccaffr@purdue.edu 

Rozaine Wijekularatne Aeronautical Engineering      
    rwijekul@purdue.edu 

John Wineman  Science        
    jwineman@purdue.edu 
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Spring 2009 

COO(s): 

Laura Heverly    Civil Engineering       
    lheverly@purdue.edu 

Staff: 

Peter Brinson   Economics        
    pbrinson@purdue.edu 

James Caraher   Engineering     jcaraher@purdue.edu 

Justin Mauck   Electrical and Computer Engineering     
    jmauck@purdue.edu 

Sean McCaffrey  Building Construction Management     
    smccaffr@purdue.edu 

Nathaniel Pedue  Aeronautical Engineering      
    npedue@purdue.edu 

Adam Ralph   Civil Engineering       
    aralph@purdue.edu 

Brandon Reese  Interdisciplinary Engineering      
    breese@purdue.edu 

Daniel Rozsahegyi  Construction Engineering Management    
    drozsahe@purdue.edu 

Louis Ruggio   Civil Engineering       
    lruggio@purdue.edu 

Jessica Spaniol   Intercollegiate Athletics Administration    
    jspaniol@purdue.edu 

David “Chi Chi” Truong Civil Engineering       
    dtruong@purdue.edu 
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LIST OF RESOURCES 

 

Eric Holt  Purdue University Building Construction Management Graduate Student 
eaholt@purdue.edu 
Former architect and owner of RDS Designs, Inc., designed homes for 
HFH Lafayette 

 
Dulcy Abraham Purdue University Construction Engineering Management Faculty 

dulcy@purdue.edu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 


